Zhongxin Wooden Co., Ltd.

MADE IN CHINA

We invite you to consult our website
www.meilagroup.com
Or contact info@meilagroup.com

Export number: 0086 433 6340899
Fax: 0086 433 6555599

Address: No. 77 Changqing street, Huangnihe Town, Dunhua City, Jilin Province, China
ZhongXin Wooden Co., Ltd.  
中信木业有限责任公司

Zhongxin Wooden Co., Ltd. is a large-scale enterprise that gathered production, management, scientific research and service as a whole. Its products are solid wooden flooring, 3-layer Engineered flooring, Multi-layer Engineered flooring, Euro-style wooden window, Timber wooden houses, Root art work and Import timber.

ZX is one of the earliest enterprises who has import-export operations right. ZX is located in a famous wooden engineering flooring city—Dunhua, Jilin province, northeast of China. It covers an area of 450,000 square meters with more than 700 employees. The annual production capacity of flooring is 2,000,000 sqm.

We can make the mass production in accordance to the required samples, sizes and quantities to satisfy the clients’ demands at the most extend. In addition, we can also provide FSC products and meet EUTR Regulations.
Flats

ZXF306 BIRCH
ZXF307 MERBAU
ZXF312 MAPLE
ZXF313 IROKO
ZXF318 AMERICAN WALNUT
ZXF322 OKAN
ZXF323 RED CHERRY

ZhongXin Wooden
Production 2013
ZX located at the foot of Changbai Mountain which is an AAAAA grade National Scenic Area. ZX is near east of Russia that a place rich in forest resources. With a strong responsibility for forest protection, ZX only purchase timber from legally forest owner, such as PEFC or FSC certified company. FSC products are also greatly recommended by us.
**Rustic**

*Engineered Flooring '3-layer':*

**Top-layer:** 1 strip wood veneer, 3-6mm thickness, available in a variety of species & colors

**Middle layer:** patent structure (patent no. 2006200492134), with two edges along both sides, help prevent expansion and shrink of natural wood

**Bottom:** finger joint, hard wood same with species of middle layer.

**Dimension**
- Min 12/3 x 127 x 400mm
- Max 22/6 x 400 x 5600mm
Hand Scraped

Multi-layer Engineered Flooring
- Top-layer: 1 strip wood veneer, 3-6mm thickness, available in a variety of species & colors
- Basic: 9 or 11 layers in poplar, poplar & birch mixed, birch
- Dimension
  - Min 12/3 x 127 x 400mm
  - Max 20/6 x 400 x 2200mm

Several products in this collection are available as FSC certified.
Parquet

ZX hardwood parquet is available in many modern patterns as well as classic European styles.
Harmony brings wealth

Zhongxin Wooden Co., Ltd was founded by nine faithful and filial families in 1990. They built more than 20 years’ prestige by Chinese faith and high quality of the products, they have a very strong sense of social responsibility. Over the past few years ZX are committing themselves to stretch out a helping hand when our country and region caught in a critical and dangerous condition. For example, in Sichuan earthquake ZX and all the staff donated money and relief goods in the first time, which fully reflects social responsibility of ZX.

When the family is together, fortune gather together.
Deep Brushed

Thickness 10 or 12mm, in 3 distinct layers:
Top layer 3, 4mm
Width from 55 to 400mm
Length from 400 to 2200mm
ZX is a Production Base of Sports
Flooring for Guangzhou Asian Games

1 strip available in a variety of species & colors

- Solid random length
  min: 18 x 57 x 300-1800mm | max: 18 x 150 x 300-1800mm

- Solid finger joint
  min: 18 x 57 x 1820mm | max: 18 x 150 x 1820mm

Crackle finish on ZX furniture
ZX could produce floor with width maximum 660mm, length maximum 5600mm.

Equipment

ZX attaches great importance on technical reform and equipment updating.
ZX manufacture veneer with different specification and species according to customers' orders, thickness from 2.2mm to 6.5mm.

Veneer drying process is strictly according to procedures, to ensure that the products are not deformed or cracked.

2013 marks ten years since the Forest Stewardship Council® (FSC) was founded in Toronto, Canada. The organization’s objective was to establish an independent, international forest certification scheme dedicated to promoting responsible forestry practices. Ten years on, FSC has become a global brand and the familiar FSC logo can be found on thousands of wood and paper-based products around the world.

ZX began manufacturing FSC Certified products in 2011. For customers looking for an environmentally responsible flooring choice, FSC Certified products from ZX represent a beautiful way to be ‘part of the solution’.
The windows and doors are environmental protective, energy saving, waterproof, sound absorption.

Products include European-style solid wood window, irregular window, wooden with aluminum coating window and attic windows for slanting roofs.

WoodWindow
Wood - oak, pine, ash, walnut etc.
Aluminum coating optional
Glass - Low E, double, triple
Hardware - Roto, Siegenia

ZXW 007  ZKW 008  ZKW 012  ZKW 015
ZXW 004  ZKW 005  ZKW 019
ZXW 001  ZKW 003
Wood Door

Surface - mosaic surface in any wood species or color
Middle layer - hard wood
Wood species: oak, pine, merbau, estorakue, cherry, iroko, walnut, okan
Door frame optional

ZXD 001  ZXD 007  ZXD 011  ZXD 008  ZXD 010
ZXD 002  ZXD 013  ZXD 014  ZXD 004  ZXD 012  ZXD 019
ZK select Russian Scotch pine (Pinus sylvestris) as a raw material for wood house.

- Quakeproof
- Anti corrosion
- Moisture-proof
- Short construction period
- Cool in summer and warm in winter

ZK focus on every detail of the production, one sincere attitude you could rely on.